
Uniquely, the 10 litres fresh water tank sits directly on the machine 
and therefore ensures an optimum contact pressure, easy handling 
and perfect cleaning results. The user can remove the tank in just a 
single action, and work efficiently beneath objects or in edge zones 
thanks to the low ground clearance of just 10 cm.
The standard convenient plus point: The fresh water tank, equipped 
with a stretch hose, can be simply topped up with water directly at 
the tap. 
With its racy and powerful 1,500 Watt motor and the maintenance- 
free steel planetary gearing with 175 rpm, the ZEUS is extremely 
powerful and yet incredibly quiet. It is easy to operate and also  
enables inexperienced users to work safely, in an energy-efficient 
and fatigue-free manner. Added to this, it is simple to transport  
and space-saving when stored, because the shaft can simply be  
folded down fully. 
If necessary, the Zeus can be flexibly upgraded from a 54 kg net 
weight to a maximum 64 kg. Thanks to the special latching element, 
brushes and discs can be switched in seconds without tools.
The new Zeus offers the maximum in quality, reliability and 
durability, and frequently proves to be a smart solution provider  
in everyday work.

The new ZEUS single disc floor cleaner is a masterpiece of er-
gonomics and innovation for the challenging, professional 
cleaning of hard surfaces and textile floor coverings.

ZEUS
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10 litres freshwater tank 
can be removed in one easy 
movement.

Freshwater tank can directly be filled at the sink with 
stretch hose.

Large, rubbered wheels which are offset to the rear for 
easy and quiet transport.
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TECHNICAL DATA 
Voltage 220-240 V / 50 Hz
Max. power 1500 W
Brush rotation 175 u/min.
Max. disk diametre 17‘‘ / 432 mm
Diametre pad holder 16-17‘‘
Freshwater container  10 litres
Weight 54 kg
Length of power cord 12 m

    Item no. 

ZEUS   206.001 
10 litres fresh water tank,
brush medium, brush soft , pad holder, 12 m power cord

STANDARD KIT:
Brush medium   205.121
Brush soft   205.120
Pad holder (16-17‘‘)   205.122
12 m power cord   201.030
Fresh water tank   206.113

ACCESSORIES:
Pad white17’’ (5 pieces)   201.005
Pad red17’’ (5 pieces)   201.006 
Pad green17’’ (5 pieces)   201.008
Pad black 17’’ (5 pieces)   201.007
Queen Bonnet-Pad 17’’   201.009

brush soft  
Item no. 205.120

brush medium
Item no. 205.121

pad holder 
Item No. 205.122

Upright parking position for space-saving storage and brush protection.
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